
SOME THOUGHTS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL
TESTING OF ATHLETES

illy Bland, Fred Reeves, and Tommy Sedgwick were

all top fell runners. Back in the early 1980s,Tommy

Sedgwick noted that a sports professor contacted

himself, Bland, and Reeves to test their physiology

and find out how they trained. Sedgwick explained

Fred was more technical than me and was coached by

Dennis Beavins. I tried to explain to the professor what

training I did, by writing it down for him. I have the

greatest respect for Billy Bland, but he is rumoured to have

responded, XI go out the back door, run on the fells till I'm

knackered and then come home7. No technical stuff with

him, but his stamina was tremendous/

WORDS STEVE CHILTON

Billy Bland, whom I consider to be the best fell runner of all time,

admits that he did not take up the offer of being tested, and that

the assessment of his training is pretty accurate. I get a strong

feeling now, having interviewed him numerous times whilst writing

a biography of him, that he is sorry that he did not participate in

the testing.

It would certainly be interesting to have access to some data to

assess him by. Even now Eland's resting pulse is around 48 bpm,

and he claims it used to be in the low 30s. He is 5 ft 10 ins tall

and was around 10 st 7 Ibs when fighting fit, although he says he

wanted to be 10 stone. For comparison Fred Reeves is also 5 ft 10

ins tall and weighed 9 st 7 Ibs in his peak years. Richard Askwith
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(in his book Feet in the Clouds] reported on tests done on Reeves at

Leeds University in 1981, which prompted the national marathon

coach to suggest at the time that Reeves still had potential at the

marathon, even though he was already 36 years old. These were

quite probably the tests that Sedgwick refers to, which gave the

following details:

I
'Reeves was recorded as having a body-fat ratio of just

6.64 per cent, a resting pulse rate of 42 beats per minute,

and a V02max of 79 millilitres/minute/kilogram/

I am very much aware that research shows that in the general

population, V02max tends to decline by about 10% per decade

after the age of 30. However, work by Christopher Minson (at the

University of Oregon) suggests that:

'Athletes who continue to compete and train hard can

reduce the drop by about half, to 5% per decade after the

age of 30/

Minson concludes that:

Mulling over this, I had the idea that it might be possible to get

Billy Bland to a lab now and find out what his current physiological

measurements status was, as he is still obviously phenomenally fit,

being capable of winning his age group at a national level in cycle

races.

Previous page: Billy Bland training in 1982 © Billy Bland Collection; Above:

Tommy Sedgwick and Fred Reeves, rivals & great friends, at Grasmere in

1973 © Tommy Sedgwick

NThe reason V02max declines with age is that our maximal

heart rates go down as well. And this decrease reduces

both cardiac output and oxygen delivery to the muscles,

which translates to a lower V02max and thus to lower

performance in endurance events as we age.

Even if oxygen delivery to muscles goes down, the ability

of your muscles to efficiently utilize the oxygen they do

get relative to a given workload (this is called exercise

economy) is well maintained into our 60's and 70% though

total muscle mass tends to decline as we age and can

contribute to declines in performance as well/

Having said that and knowing how well he was performing now c-

the bike, I was interested to know Biand's V02max and extrapolate

to what it might have been at his peak, which was when he

somewhere between 33 and 40 years old. He was born in 1947.

Making enquiries across my network of contacts in the field :J

sports science, I identified a couple of laboratories in the North r

England that might be able to do the appropriate measureme-':.:

and duly approached them.

Sadly, I drew a blank at both.

The first lab responded by saying: 'Having spoken to multlp f

members of the team and considering the age of the participa-':

we agree that we wouldn't be able to cany out the tests without ff

appropriate safety precautions. We don't currently have a CPE"

system that allows us to monitor 12-lead ECG and blood press i,-f

during maximal tests, which we all feel would be necessary :;

conduct this test safely/

There was a remarkably similar response from the secor:

laboratory. I was initially extremely disappointed. It all seemed
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Above: Billy Bland racing at Langdale in 1990 © Pete Hartley

:o be overly safety conscious. Is an acknowledged fit older person

'rally a risk to test in this way? It seems we will not now get an

•itriguing window into the physiological makeup of this great

athlete.

it did produce an interesting exchange between Billy Bland and

his wife Ann though. uGet you physiologically tested?" says Ann.

Psychologically, did you mean!"

Ignoring the jibe/ Billy just suggested that he would be/ua long way

off the engine that I had". He closed the discussion with a typical

frank assessment of himself. uThey might be very disappointing

results."

I tried to question Billy on his mental strength, but he insisted on

playing that aspect of his makeup down.ul never considered myself

particularly hard anyway. My approach was to get as fit as I could

and do the best I could on the day.Then I just tried my hardest. If I

went wrong and had petrol left/ then I would chase hard." Despite

that response there are enough examples in the race accounts to

show that he was/ in fact/ particularly strong mentally.

The attempt to get these tests was done towards the end of 2019.

Reading Rasmus Ankersen's The Gold Mine Effect recently gave me

cause to think again about physiological testing/ and its usefulness/

and also the efficacy of a less scientific approach/ as evidenced by

Billy Bland/ and many runners of his era.

Ankersen quotes Brother Colm O'Connell, coach to many Kenyan

World and Olympic champions/ as saying: uHere/ nobody needs a

heart monitor to tell them that there is no more petrol in the tank".

Toby Tanser/ who has worked with the Kenyans and written about

their training/ is also quoted. uThey are instinctive/ organic runners

who know a hell of a lot about running and the body's potential with

no knowledge of expressions like V02max/ lactic acid or anatomy."

Maybe all my thoughts about physiology are irrelevant. Eland's

rivals may all have had really good physiology (such as high

V02max scores) and the reason Bland beat them all (most of the

time) was because/ when he needed that extra push/ he refused to

give in to the signals from his brain that said xyou can't do it'. He

evidently could do it.

Steve's fourth book All or Nothing At All was published by

Sandstone Press in 2020.

He blogs at https://itsahill. wordpress.com/
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